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Dear brothers and sisters! 

 

Here again some inspiration, based on the words of True Father, Sun Jin Nim and Heung Jin Nim (in the 

spirit world): 

 

True Father: "We have to call together all people of conscience and deep faith and educate them to be the 

workers of true love of our eternal God, workers who can practice the true love of God and True Parents. 

 

Regardless of age or gender, so many people throughout the world today are starving for true love. In 

other words, they are waiting for true people to emerge who are able to live for the sake of others." (1) 

 

True Parents have emerged to spearhead God's movement of true love. This movement is challenged with 

creating a revolution of true love in a world that is starving for true love: 

 

True Father: "In order to restore this tragic history back to its origin, a new revolution is necessary. This 

revolution cannot be accomplished by a political strategy, nor economic or social reform. More then 

anything else this revolution is only possible through the revolution of our fundamental consciousness. It 

should be a new revolution of love, centered on God's love." (2) 

 



 

 

This revolution of love, of course, has to begin with each one of us: 

 

True Father: "We must become perfected individuals who match the standard of original, perfected 

individuality. To do this, we must continually revolutionize ourselves and fulfil our given 

responsibilities." (3) 

 

What does revolutionizing ourselves mean? It means that we need to advance internally, breaking down 

barriers of heart, breaking down concepts that are not in line with God. It means we should never come to 

the point that we do not see ourselves advancing internally: 

 

True Father: "Stoppage of growth is equivalent to death. Who shall make you grow, who shall nurture 

you? You yourself will help yourself grow. You must grow every day." (4) 

 

Our life on earth is our opportunity to advance in heart and love. If we need help, we can ask God, True 

Father, Heung Jin Nim, Jesus etc for help and guidance. They will show us the way: 

 

Heung Jin Nim: "I will help you. Just ask me to show you the way. Ask me to show you through the 

darkness of your own heart, through the barriers that you have there. I will help you." (5) 

 

The more we grow and mature, the more we can support True Mother in advancing the True Love 

revolution in our world: 

 

Sun Jin Nim: "We are living in the midst of a Hyojeong revolution, led by True Mother. We are 

experiencing the amazing power of one united global family, victorious true sons and daughters of True 

Parents and Heavenly Parent! 

 

Thank you, brothers and sisters, for being the light of Hyojeong hope, True Love, pure devotion, absolute 

faith, and for making Heavenly Parent's dream of Vision 2020 and Cheon Il Guk a reality!" (6) 

 

Love from Bruno 

 

 

1. Pyeong Hwa Gyeong. Book 1. A life devoted to others, 27.4. 91, Uruguay: www.tparents.org/Moon-

Books/PHG14/PHG14-01.pdf 

 

2. Blessed Family and the ideal Kingdom, Pg 286, Vol 1: www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/Bfik1-

97/Bfik1-97-31.pdf 

 

3. Blessed Family and the ideal Kingdom, Pg 228, Vol 1: www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/Bfik1-

97/Bfik1-97-31.pdf 

 

4. Unification Church National conference: www.tparents.org/Moon-

Talks/SunMyungMoon90/901219.htm 

 

5. The victory of love: www.tparents.org/Library/Unification/Books/VOL/VOL47.htm 

 

6. Sun Jin Nim's Keynote Address at the Cheon Il Guk Leader's Assembly 2019, Febr. 14, 2019, Cheong 

Pyeong, Korea. www.tparents.org/Moon-Talks/SunJinMoon-19/SunJinMoon-190214.pdf 
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